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Providing Solutions
To everyday specifications. In style, in code, and in budget.

This season's print collection features our new "TO" base cloth, which is a 100% Polyester 
flame retardant oxford cloth with a wonderful cotton-like hand.  This multi-purpose cloth is 
perfectly suited for drapery, bedding and upholstery uses.

We also carry an extensive selection of alternate base cloths that all of the prints featured in this 
collection can be printed on, with minimum requirements. 
 
Fabricut Contract is the premier textile company for the hospitality industry, providing solutions 
to everyday specifications, with remarkable styles and colors and industry-leading innovations 
for bed coverings, draperies and top treatments.  From fabrics to finished products, including all 
of the items featured in this brochure and much more, we are your one-stop resource for every 
project.  With our commitment to quality products and extraordinary service, Fabricut Contract 
continues to be the gold standard in textile safety, quality and design.
 
To view these and many other fabrics, visit our website or contact a customer service 
representative for more information or to request samples and/or quotes.
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Winter Tree

Throw Bedspread

3-Cut Bed Blanket/Winter Tree Black Gum with Zephyr Onyx side borders 
Capped Dust Ruffle/Rafter Flint ~ Drapery/Rafter Flint 

Sheer/Evident Snow ~ Bolster Pillows/Rafter Onyx          
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Maple

Red Ash

Black Gum

Walnut

Tuttle

Knife-Edged Bed Blanket/Tuttle Garnet lined with Judicial Oriental ~ Unlined Bed Blanket/Revive Straw 
Corded Pillow Shams/Tuttle Garnet ~ Throw pillows/Verge Molasses & Pomegranate (bed) & Morrell Poppy (chair)
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Carrot Pacific

Garnet Grass Peppercorn



Impala

Drapery/Impala Chocolate Mint ~ Self-lined Box Quilted Bed Scarf with capped corners/Revive Quarry 
Rectangle Throw Pillows/Impala Chocolate Mint & Ilion Leaf

Aztec Cherry Kiss
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Chocolate Mint Pepper Blue Haze

Leafage

Bed Blanket with rolled hem/Leafage Taupe lined with Linear Cloud 
Capped Dust Ruffle/Natick Fudge ~ Pillow Case Shams/Natick Fudge & Natick Turquoise 

Rectangle Pillow/Natick Turquoise
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Fall

Taupe

Asparagus

Spring

Fudge

Aqua



Whoosh

Capped Bedspread

Unlined Bed Blanket/Exquisite Barley with 12" border in Whoosh White Chocolate 
4-Corner Pleat Dust Ruffle/Generation Stone ~ Side Panel Drapery/Whoosh White Chocolate 

Drapery/Generation Stone ~ Sheer/Nanjing Linen  
Throw Pillows/Whoosh White Chocolate, Generation Stone, Whitlock Parchment

Aesthetic

Self-lined Duvet with light insert/Aesthetic Truffle ~ Drapery/Generation Chestnut with Generation Mocha border 
Throw Pillows/Generation Mocha ~ Bolster Pillow/Velocity Chestnut

Precious Metal Rouge
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Truffle Crystal Grey Aquatic
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Lemondrop Orange Slice Cherry Fizz Lime Slush Blue Zombie Fudgecicle

White Chocolate Butterscotch Very Berry Grape Slush Green Apple Black Licorice



Monomoy

Unlined Bed Blanket/Bubbles Cloud ~ 4-Corner Pleat Dust Ruffle/Weaver Ebony 
Drapery/Monomoy Platinum ~ Sheer/Stonehenge Mushroom ~ Cornice/Weaver Ebony 

Bolster/Weaver Fennel with Weaver Ebony welting & button ~ Bed Scarf/Zenith Onyx with Zenith Lily Pad border

Paprika

Amber

Platinum

Espresso

8 Sound Wave

Centered Scarf/Sound Wave Brushfire ~ Drapery, Cornice & Roman Shade/Solar Stripe Steel ~ Throw Pillows/Galaxy Noir

Eggplant

Shadow

Brushfire

Peacock
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Thorndale

Duvet with light insert/Thorndale Mahogany lined with Oxygen Barley, 
Quilted Tailored (with pleats at corners only)

Dust Ruffle/Oxygen Barley ~ Drapery/Oxygen Barley 
Roman Shade/Oxygen Barley with Oxygen Olive (center stripe) 

Tufted Throw Pillows/Oxygen Wine, Olive, Dusk, Barley, Willow & AquamarineWaterfall Bedspread

Primary Spring
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Mahogany Sunny Fudge

11Sixties

Unlined Bed Blanket/Linear White ~ Dust Ruffle/Sixties Sunburst 
Flanged Pillow Shams/Sixties Sunburst ~ Corded Throw Pillows/Vertex Autumn Glow ~ Bed Scarf/Courier Arabesque

Tidewater Flamingo

Sunburst Lemon Lime Steel



12 Natick (featured in the LEAFAGE room setting)

Zephyr (featured in the WINTER TREE room setting)

Flax

Turquoise

Pepper

Tangerine

Sage

Chocolate

Lapis

Walnut

Earth

Grass

Fudge

Grass

Almond

Coral

Forest

Sunshine

Cherry

Brick

Tomato

Bayou

Gold

Berry

Dijon

Bordeaux

Onyx

Tangerine

Steel

Citrus

Eggplant

Environment Plus
Responsible Choices, Stylish Fabrics

Pattern Oxygen uses revolutionary AirDye® technology as the
method of applying color to the fabric. Here's why it matters.

Conventional dyeing uses polluting chemicals and consumes
a huge amount of precious water. In fact, coloring fabric can use
from 56 to 600 times the weight of the fabric in water. Dyeing of
synthetic textiles alone consumes 2.4 trillion gallons of water a

year. Often chemicals from this water end up in our world's lakes,
rivers and oceans. Add to that the enormous amount of energy
used in traditional textile dyeing and it becomes easy to see why

finding an alternative is vital to the health of our planet.

Fabricut found out that AirDye® technology provides that alter-
native. Pioneered by Colorep®, AirDye® technology is today's

revolutionary alternative to traditional dyeing. AirDye® technology
manages the application of color to textiles without the use of
water and at a greatly reduced consumption of energy. The

result is luxuriously brilliant color and a world-changing positive
impact on our planet's energy and water shortage.

Join Fabricut Contract in our efforts for a
GREENERTOMORROW.

AirDye® and the AirDye® logo are registered trademarks of Colorep®, Inc.

Dawn

Gold

Bark

Jade

Sand

Caramel

Chocolate

Hunter

Buckskin

Amber

Willow

Granite

Barley

Clay

Moss

Aquamarine

Wheat

Olive

Grass

Cinnamon

Scarlet Wine Eggplant Dusk Heather Navy

oxygen

Environment Plus
Responsible Choices, Stylish Fabrics

Pattern Oxygen uses revolutionary AirDye® technology as the
method of applying color to the fabric. Here's why it matters.

Conventional dyeing uses polluting chemicals and consumes
a huge amount of precious water. In fact, coloring fabric can use
from 56 to 600 times the weight of the fabric in water. Dyeing of
synthetic textiles alone consumes 2.4 trillion gallons of water a

year. Often chemicals from this water end up in our world's lakes,
rivers and oceans. Add to that the enormous amount of energy
used in traditional textile dyeing and it becomes easy to see why

finding an alternative is vital to the health of our planet.

Fabricut found out that AirDye® technology provides that alter-
native. Pioneered by Colorep®, AirDye® technology is today's

revolutionary alternative to traditional dyeing. AirDye® technology
manages the application of color to textiles without the use of
water and at a greatly reduced consumption of energy. The

result is luxuriously brilliant color and a world-changing positive
impact on our planet's energy and water shortage.

Join Fabricut Contract in our efforts for a
GREENERTOMORROW.

AirDye® and the AirDye® logo are registered trademarks of Colorep® , Inc.
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Pattern Oxygen uses revolutionary AirDye® technology as the method of applying color to the fabric. Here's why it matters.

Conventional dyeing uses polluting chemicals and consumes a huge amount of precious water. In fact, coloring fabric can use  
from 56 to 600 times the weight of the fabric in water. Dyeing of synthetic textiles alone consumes 2.4 trillion gallons of water a year. 
Often chemicals from this water end up in our world's lakes, rivers and oceans. Add to that the enormous amount of energy used  
in traditional textile dyeing and it becomes easy to see why finding an alternative is vital to the health of our planet.

Fabricut found out that AirDye® technology provides that alternative. Pioneered by Colorep®, AirDye® technology is today's revolutionary 
alternative to traditional dyeing. Airdye® technology manages the application of color to textiles without the use of water and at a greatly 
reduced consumption of energy. The result is luxuriously brilliant color and a world-changing positive impact on our planet's energy 
and water shortage.

Oxygen




